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there is a new convert-to-time-lapse feature that helps you quickly create time-lapse videos from multiple still images. the tool automatically divides images by time, saving you the time and hassle of having to do it manually. if you want a more sophisticated time-lapse setting, change the width of the transition
and choose the frames to be displayed. there is an option to even save the slideshow as a video file. flicker free v2.0 also provides impressive settings. sliders for camera speed, exposure and sensor sensitivity, plus a dialog for custom settings, make it easy to find the right settings for your project. in the preset

dialog, there are three settings for each type of flickering - detect, fix and mask. the detect setting corresponds to the default slider settings. you can use the fix setting to fine-tune the detection. finally, the mask setting allows you to fine-tune the correction that flicker free applies. at the highest end of the range
of detection settings, you can use the mask setting to control all aspects of the correction to get the best results. for those that need more control, flicker free v2.0 supports hotkeys to modify flicker free video parameters. there are shortcut keys for changing the frame rate, exposure, sensor sensitivity, white
balance, contrast, saturation, wb shift, crop and adjust brightness/contrast. the only shortcuts that are not currently supported are the zoom in and zoom out features, which are available in some other products. anyone who loves video knows that lighting problems are par for the course. flicker free helps you

identify issues and find settings that work best for your footage. the next phase of flicker free development is to provide more extensive settings and to support more editing applications, so that you can get the best results from your video. flicker free v2.0 is scheduled for release in late july. until then, download
flicker free v2.0 and give it a shot. if you like it, please write a nice review, and consider making a contribution, so that we can continue to make a difference in the lives of creative professionals.
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